motivating fact, from [PSI, is that stalks of perverse sheaves have completely natural interpretations in the world of quasi-hereditary algebras and their Ext groups.
There are two appendices to 9 5. The first verifies a technical requirement, while the second, of general interest, presents a categorical analysis of the image under restriction of perverse sheaves to an open set.
.
Finally, in Q 6, we consider briefly how the results of 0 1 and 9 2 extend to more than one automorphism.
Some of the results of $0 1,2 of this paper, as well as its general inspiration, were obtained in collaboration with Ed Cline, who could have easily been a coauthor. We also wish to thank him for carefully reading several versions of the manuscript.
Notation. Throughout this paper, k is a fixed algebraically closed field, and S is a finite dimensional algebra over k. In §Q 1,2, we will denote the category mod-S of finite dimensional right S-modules by %. Thereafter, %? will also denote, depending on context, an abelian category over k which is k-finite and has a projective generator (and is thus equivalent to mod-S for some non-uniquely determined finite dimensional algebra S).
If ( denote the corresponding homomorphisms defined by the functoriality of the Ext, groups. Observe that LY* op* = p*o (Y*. If S is graded (usually by the ring Zf of non-negative integers), Y&, (or sometimes grmod-S) denotes the category of finite dimensional, graded, right S-modules. If M E Ob ((e,,) and m E Z, let Mm be the mth grade of M; thus, M = $ Mm. Also, for M E Ob (Ce,,) and n E Z, M(n) E Ob ((e,,) is obtained fro; M by shifting the grading II steps: M(n), = M,,,-,.
Let A be a set indexing the simple objects in %. In § 2 (and elsewhere), Ce = mod-S will be a highest weight category, in the sense of [CPS; 1, 7] . Thus, S is a quasi-hereditary algebra as discussed in [CPSl, 31. As in any highest weight category, the indexing set A then carries a fixed poset structure. For A E A, the corresponding simple, "induced", and "Weyl" objects are denoted L(A), A(A), and V(A), respectively.
1. Automorphisms and gradings
How does one determine if an algebra has a grading? Any positively graded finite dimensional algebra S = $ S,, admits many automorphisms, n e.g., letting t E k", we can define the automorphism a,: S + S by putting By the Noether-Skolem theorem, "L = L for all simple S-modules L if and only if u induces an inner automorphism on S/rad (S). Also, if oM: M + M gives M the structure of an S * u-module, then the map This map is invertible. We obtain an action of u on Ext", (M, N) through this invertible map; that is, UE~G(M,N) = (uM, UN). We often abbreviate hPdx to V",N~, or even to "2. However, we emphasize that the action of u on ExtG(M, N) depends on the choices of S . u-structures on M and N. Also, the action of u is functorial in the S * u-modules M, N, so that Ext;, (-, -) is a bifunctor from the category of S . u-modules to that of u-modules. Suppose the structure maps uM: M + M and UN: N+ N are changed to CrOUM and /3 0 UN, respectively, where LY E Aut, (M) and p E Auts (N). (All possible changes in the structure maps have this form.) Then we have (1.2) (a 'u,+,, p 'UN) = (a-')*/%&,,, UN).
Henceforth, we consider only automorphisms u: S + S which induce an inner automorphism on SIrad (S).
We first treat the special case involving an automorphism u': S+ S which fixes pointwise a fixed Wedderburn complement S, of S pointwise. It follows that u' fixes a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in S,, and these are also a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents for S. For each Y E A, choose an idempotent e from this set such that L(v)e # 0, and write P(v) = eS. Putting ulp(,) = u' Ip(,,), we obtain an S * a'-module structure (P(v), ulpc,,) on the projective indecomposable cover P(v) of L(v). This structure is independent (up to isomorphism) of the choice of the idempotent e E S,, using the fact that all primitive idempotents e with L(v)e # 0 are conjugate by invertible elements in S,. Similarly, characteristic submodules and quotients of the P(v) carry S . a'-module structures, unique up to isomorphism. Similar remarks apply as well as to injective hulls of irreducible modules (obtained as linear duals of projective indecomposable left S-modules). For example, the simple S-modules L(v) are S * u'-modules with a&,,) = Id, the identity map on L(v). Viewing L(v) as the unique simple quotient module of P(v), we see the quotient map P(v)+ L(v) is a morphism of S * u'-modules. In what follows we let e, E S,, A E A, be the unique primitive central idempotent in S, satisfying the condition that L(A)e,, # 0 if and only if v = A.
For A E A, we regard L(A) as an S * u'-module with a;(,,) = Id. Also, the S * u' action on P(A), etc. is taken as induced from ui = u'. For n = 1, there is a a'-equivariant isomorphism for all A, v E A. This isomorphism arises, for example, by dimension shifting, using the short exact sequence O+ rad (P(A)) + P(A) -+ L(A)+ 0 of Se a'-modules. Now suppose that W is an S . u'-module which is completely reducible as an S-module. For any v E A, let WV denote the sum in W of all copies of
There is also a non-degenerate pairing This latter isomorphism is a'-equivariant, if we let u' act on functionals through composition with the action of a'-'. Thus
tensor. In particular,
W)
rad P(A)/rad* P(A) = 9 Ext:
as S * u'-modules. Hence, e,(rad (S)/rad* (S))e, = (Ext& (L(A), L(v))* C3 L(v))(~'"'~(*))
(
as u'-modules. In the same spirit, suppose that O+ R-" + P-"+l+ * * . + PO-, M + 0 is a resolution of S . u'-modules, with each P-' projective in Ce. Then, for any v E A, there is a natural isomorphism
as a'-modules. In this isomorphism, the S . u' structure on the L(v) is fixed, but otherwise arbitrary. A finite dimensional, positively graded algebra S = m~o S, is tightly graded if, as a graded algebra, S is isomorphic to $ radm (S)/rad"+' (S). m (See [CPS3; § 41.) Th e automorphism u' can, in certain circumstances, give S the structure of a tightly graded algebra. For 5 E k, let S(t) = {s E s 1 (u -()"s = 0, m >> 0) be the assoicated generalized eigenspace. Using the identity
we see that (1.8b) (This fact also follows easily from the Chevalley-Jordan decomposition in . the linear algebraic group Autk (S).) Let M be a fixed monoid, or even a semigroup. (We have in mind the case M= k*, with the operation of multiplication.)
The collection 24 = 9$+, of subsets of M has a natural ring-like structure: Multiplication is just that induced from M; that is, the product S * T of two subsets of M is the set of all products st in M with s E S and t E T. The sum S + T is defined to be the union of S and T. These operations are associative and satisfy both distributive laws. Using these operations, one can make the usual definitions of addition and multiplication in the set M"(3) of n x n matrices over 3, where n is any positive integer. The resulting operations on M"(s)
are associative and distributive. If M has an identity 1, then $3 has a multiplicative identity 1 (namely the subset {l}), and this gives an identity I,, in M"(C42) in the usual way. The matrix with all entries equal to the empty set will be noted briefly as 0; we will use it only for notation. Also in the way of notation, it is useful to define the intersection (2 n 3 of two matrices C5 and 3 to be the matrix obtained by taking the intersections of corresponding entries of C5 and 3. That is, the i, j entry of C5 n 3 is the intersection @!i,j n si,j.
In what follows, we will work with A X A matrices (25 = (C3,,) of subsets of kX, making use of the operations above. We will consider matrices @ satisfying the condition (1.9) C?' fl C?' = 0 for m, n distinct, non-negative integers.
Here (5:" = C5 . C!! . . * (2 (m factors), with C5' the identity matrix Z,,. Given such a matrix C? = (e,,,), let C2-l = (@it), where @;,L denotes the set of X -l, x E c&+. Thus, F" = (e-y = (ey. (a) .) Furthermore, we can assume each P" is generated by its terms of grade -n. Proof: By (1.6), the eigenvalues of u' on e,(rad (S)/rad* (S))e, lie in C!5A,v. Hence, by (1.8b), the eigenvalues of u' on e,(rad" (S)/rad"+' (S))e, lie in @",,y. Since condition (1.9) is assumed to hold, it follows that S = g S,,, defines a tight grading on S, proving (a).
To prove (b), we can, by the above, assume that S is tightly graded. As usual, %& denotes the category of finite dimensional graded, right S-modules.
We construct the resolution P'+ L(A) inductively. We begin in step 0 with the exact sequence
of S * a'-modules, in which P" is the projective cover of L(A). Because S is tightly graded, we can assume this is an exact sequence in %& so that P" is generated by its term in grade 0. At step m, we have a resolution of S * u'-modules satisfying the following conditions: (i) it is a complex in Y& in which P-' is generated by its term P;' in grade i; (ii) P-' (resp., P-') is the projective cover of Ker (Puit'+ P-I+*) for i > 1 (resp., Ker (PO+ L(A)). Note these conditions imply that, by induction on n cm, that the eigenvalues of u' on P,-" lie in U Q!i,,.
By the a'-equivariant isomorphism (1.7) withVM = L(A), and hypothesis (b) above, the eigenvalues of u' on Q-'+'/rad (Q-"-I) lie in LF'J:'. Now Q-"-l is both a graded submodule and a S. u'-submodule of P-", and we know, by the above, how to describe the grades of P-" in terms of the eigenvalues of u'. Thus, Xm-' is generated by its term G&y;' in grade m + 1, which must be isomorphic to SXm-'/rad (Q-"-') since S is tightly graded. Now extend (1.10.1) to the resolution mutt (1.10.2) 04--m-2-+n,y!;'@~os-d P-m+.
. .
--+P'-+ L(A)+O.
Thus, putting P-"-l = Q,Yf;' Bsc, S, th e resolution (1.10.1) is extended to a resolution (1.10.2) of the same kind (i.e., satisfying conditions (i), (ii)). The desired minimal projective resolution is obtained by passing to the evident limit.
Recall that an algebra S is a Koszul algebra provided that it is positively graded S = @ S, such that ?I20
In this expression L(A), L(v) are regarded as graded S-modules concentrated in degree 0. Observe that the n = 1 case of (1.11) implies that So is semisimple. (It is also true that all Koszul algebras are tightly graded, though we do not need this fact here.) Condition (1.11) can be replaced by the following condition: each simple L(A) has a projective resolution BRIAN PARSHALL AND LEONARD SCOTT P'+ L(h) in T& in which P-" is generated by its term Pi" in degree n. Let S be an algebra satisfying the hypothesis of (l.lOb). Then S is a Koszul algebra.
We now consider a pair of automorphisms of an algebra S. We require the following result. Its verification is a calculation.
(1.13) LEMMA. Let S be a finite dimensional algebra. Let w be an automorphism on S which as a factorization CT = zo u', where z: S + S is an inner automorphism defined by z(s) = usu-' for some invertible element u E S. There is a natural equivalence 4: "'( ) q"( ) of fimctors defined by
Conversely, given a natural equivalence "'( ) q"( ), a straightforward argument shows that u = ro or for some inner automorphism r. Since we do not need this fact, we omit details.
(1.14) DEFINITION. Let (+, (T': S + S be automorphisms of a finite dimensional algebra S. Let 4: "'( ) z "( ) b e a natural equivalence, and let (M, a,,,) be an S + a-module. We set ffM,+ = a,,,, 0 &,. Note that (M, oh) with aa = a,,, defines an S * &-module. We will call (M, oh) the S * (T' structure corresponding to (M, u,,,,), though CT,& = oM,$, depends on 4 as well as u. In practice, when we are given an explicit factorization (+ = zou', where z is an inner automorphism, we will always use the choice of 4 defined in (1.13).
We shall require the following result which compares the actions on Ext groups given by two automorphisms related as in (1.13). We can now establish the main result of this section.
(1.16) THEOREM. Let S be a finite dimensional algebra, and let o: S-+ S be an automorphism inducing an inner automorphism on Slrad (S). Proof. We can write u = ro u', where r is an inner automorphism on S and CT' is an automorphism fixing a Wedderburn complement pointwise.
The S. CT structures (L(A), oLChJ on the L(A) induce, as described in (1.14), S . c+'-structures (L(A), a&,,) on the L(A). Since L(A) is irreducible and k is algebraically closed, it follows that al(,) = & E k" = End% (L(A)). We let C? = (e,,,) be the AX A-matrix of .subsets of k" defined by CFA,V = &;I A&,. Since condition (1.16.1) implies that condition (1.9) holds, the theorem now follows from (1.10) and (1.15).
We remark that the theorem is true, with the same proof, if A is replaced throughout by a A X A matrix of subsets of k", with condition (1.9) replacing (1.16.1). The reason, as the above proof shows, is that the BRIAN PARSHALL AND LEONARD SCOTT formalism of matrices of subsets behaves well with respect to the possible changes in eigenvalue structures that occur. A way of reducing to Lemma (1.10) without any changes in eigenvalue structure (using a construction that replaces S by an isomorphic algebra) is presented in Remark (3.3) . This provides a second proof of the above theorem, avoiding the formalism of matrices of subsets, though at the cost of some additional abstraction.
Consider the positively graded algebra S! = Ext, (S/rad (S), S/rad (S)).
An informal, yet conceptual, way to formulate the results of this section is the following. If S! can be given its graded structure through the eigenvalues of an automorphism, and if that automorphism is induced by an automorphism of S, then S is Koszul. In particular, we have the following result.
( Ext", (S/rad (S), S/r-ad (S)) is multiplication by t". Suppose t E k" has the property that all the powers t, t2, . . . are distinct, and a: is induced by an automorphism on S in the sense that d = 'bSlrad(S), ~SSlrad(S)) for some automorphism u on S. Then S is Koszul.
(1.18) Remark. Let S be an infinite dimensional algebra over k. Assume that S is semiperfect, i.e., S/rad (S) is a finite dimensional, semisimple algebra over k, and every idempotent in S/r-ad (S) lifts to an idempotent in S. (Here rad (S) denotes the Jacobson radical of S.) This implies that S = S,@ rad (S) for a subalgebra S,, and all such subalgebras are conjugate by inner automorphisms. (An S, may be constructed from matrix units in S = End, (S), using a decomposition of S into a direct sum of indecomposable right ideals.) Assume also that rad (S) is finitely generated as a right S-module, and that n rad' (S) = 0. Then the results of this section hold, mutatis mutandis, for S. Since, however, S will be finite dimensional in the possible applications we have in mind, we leave further details of the infinite dimensional case to the interested reader.
Applications to quasi-hereditary algebras
In this section, we assume that S is a quasi-hereditary algebra [CPSl, 31, and we let %'= mod-S be the associated highest weight category (relative to a suitable poset structure on the set A indexing the irreducible objects in YZ).
Fix a function 1: A+ H (called a length function).
Recall that % has a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory (relative to 1) provided that, given A, cr. E A,
For more details as well as equivalent formulations, see [CPS4] . Now assume that S is tightly graded, so that the category Ce, is a graded highest weight category. Then we say that Ce,, has a graded KazhdanLusztig theory provided that, given A, p E A,
Further discussion can be found in [CPS4, 5] . One important consequence of the assumption that Y&, has a graded Kazhdan-Lusztig theory is that S is a Koszul algebra [CPS7; Thm. 3.91.
We can now establish the following result. 
lie in A-'). Then S is tightly graded. 
Pro05
We first prove (a). For A E A, let P(A) denote the projective cover of L(A). Since "L(A)= L(A), we have "P(A)= P(A). Because V(A) may be regarded as the largest quotient module of P(A) having head L(A) and all other composition factors L(p) with p <A, we have "V(A) = V(A). Therefore, V(A) has some S . u-module structure, and this induces an S. u-structure on V(A)/rad (V(A)).
The fixed map x,,: V(A)+ L(A)
factors through the quotient map
If iii\ is not u-equivariant, modify the u-module structure on V(A)/rad (V(A)), and hence on V(A), by a nonzero scalar to make it equivariant. With this adjustment, z,, is u-equivariant.
Finally, since End% (V(A)) = k, there is a unique Se u-structure on V(A) such that ?rh is a morphism of S * u-modules. A similar argument applies in the case of the A(A). This completes the argument for (a).
We Before proving (c), we explain the idea. In the presence of a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, we have a formula
We will demonstrate that this formula has a a-equivariant form as an equation in the Grothendieck group of u-modules:
where the action of u on the right-hand tensor product is through the diagonal action on each factor. Assuming this formula, our hypothesis implies that the eigenvalues of u on ExtG ( Letr=sl+-** + si and put .I, =, S!+S!. The sequence z ()=J;cJ;c..
. cJI is precisely that of [CPS7, (2.1.1)] which is shown there to be a defining sequence for the quasi-hereditary algebra S!. In the proof of this fact, it is shown that there are natural isomorphisms . Extk (V(Aj), L)+ S)Isi and Ext, (L, A(Aj))+SjSj, j = 1, . . . , t. Further, multiplication in S! induces an isomorphism See [CPS7; (2.1.2), (2.1.3), (2.1.6), (2.1.10)]. Clearly, these isomorphisms are a-equivariant, establishing (2.3.1).
(2.4) Remarks. (a) We describe a second proof of (2.3b). First, one can apply, mutatis mutandis, the argument given for (l.lOb) to show that, BRIAN PARSHALL AND LEONARD SCOTT under the hypothesis of (2.3b), each Weyl object V(A) has a resolution P' -+ V(A) by S * u-modules which satisfies the following: (i) P' + V(A) is a minimal projective resolution in the graded category Y&; and (ii) each P-" is generated by its term in grade n. To prove that condition (2.2a) holds, observe that the existence of the resolution P'+ V(A) satisfying (i), (ii) immediately implies in (2.2a) that n = m. Also, n = l(A) -l(p) mod 2, since % has a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory. A dual argument implies that condition (2.2b) holds. Thus, %& has a graded KazhdanLusztig theory. By [CPS'I; Thm. 3.91, the graded algebra S is Koszul.
(b) Theorem (2.3) remains true if A is replaced throughout by a A X A matrix of subsets of kX, with condition (1.9) replacing (1.16.1). The proofs are the same.
(c) If the hypothesis that Ce has a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory is dropped from (2.3c), then one can still conclude that S is Koszul. In fact, S is an O-algebra in the sense of Dyer [Dy] , by the first part of our argument (2.4a) above and [Dy; (2.15d) ]. (The latter result appears to be incorrect as stated, and requires a dual assumption satisfied here.) $3. A categorical reformulation Let % be an abelian category which is k-finite. (In particular, this means that Horn-sets have the structure of finite dimensional k-vector spaces, composition of morphisms is k-bilinear, and each object has a finite composition series). We will also assume that %' has a projective generator. Thus, % is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional, right modules for a finite dimensional k-algebra S = End, (P), where P is any projective generator.
Let F: %'+ (e be a k-functor defining an equivalence of % with itself. (Thus, F is an additive functor, inducing k-linear maps on Horn-sets.) Assume, for the moment, that F fixes all simple objects L, i.e., F(L) = L. From general principles, it is easy to see that F can be identfied with a functor "( ) for some automorphism u of S. Thus, the theory of $1 can be applied.
It is, nevertheless, useful to formulate the analogue here of an S 3 u-module explicitly, and discuss the corresponding action on Extgroups in terms of F. In ,addition, we will give a very natural and an explicit construction of automorphisms u with "( ) = F, and an explicit construction of the latter natural isomorphism of functors. These constructions offer useful viewpoints even when the functor F is given originally in terms of an automorphism (cf. Remark (3.3)).
We will formulate our results for an arbitrary equivalence F: % 2 %', not requiring that F fix the simple objects of %'. This latter assumption will, however, always hold for the applications that we have in mind. (It implies that F(P) = P for every projective generator P in %. In general, our results in this section will apply to algebras S = End (P) for P a projective generator for which this isomorphism holds.)
By a % * F-object we mean an object M of % together with an isomorphism F,: F(M) 7 M. If (M, FM) and (M', F,.) are % -F-objects, a morphism from the first to the second is just a morphism u: M + M' such that FM, 0 F(U) = u 0 FM.
Alternatively, we say that M above is a %-object with F-action. By an F-action on a k-vector space V we will just mean a k-linear automorphism F,: V+ V. If M, M' are %-objects with F-action, there are naturally induced F-actions on the vector spaces ExtG (M, M'), with FExe(M,M,) = "(FM, FM,) given on an extension x as (F&')*(FM,).JFk)).
(In other words, apply F to a long exact sequence representing x, and extend the ends using the maps F M and FM*). We remark that this construction obviously behaves well with respect to Yoneda composition: If M" is a third % * F-object, and if x E Ext; (M, M') and 5 E Ext", (M', M"), then
In particular, '(FM, FM) is an automorphism of the algebra End% (M); explicitly, if C$ E End% (M), then '(FM, FM)(4) = '(FM, FM)@' = FM 0 F(4) 0 F,$. When convenient, we abbreviate the superscript notation, e.g., we write "x for mCF~*F~$ (3.1) Construction. Let F: %s %? be a k-equivalence, and suppose P is a projective generator of %' satisfying F(P) = P. Let S = End% (P), and let If M E Ob (%), the S-module associated to M is defined to be a,(M) = Horn% (P, M).
If M has an F-action, the associated (via (P, F,)) action of u on Qp(M) = Horn, (P, M) is given by (3.1.1) u~D,(M) = '(6, FM).
Consequently, (ap(M), u@,(& is an S * u-module. We also write uaCPFP1(M) for uapCM) above to emphasize that the action is dependent on Fp ai well as on the projective generator P. Proof: Since P is a projective generator, it is well-known that QP: %'+ mod-S is an equivalence of categories. To prove (l), we must show that QP induces an equivalence from the category %' -F to that of S * u-modules. Suppose that Q: M + N is a morphism in % * F. But F(P) is a projective generator in %Y, so that this implies that (Y 0 FM = FNo F(a), i.e., LY is a morphism in Ce * F. Therefore, we have shown that QP induces a full embedding from %' -F to mod-S * u. Now suppose that M E Ob ((8) is such that Qp(M) has an S * u-structure given by a,,+ A direct calculation establishes that Hence, fl,,, defines an S-module morphism
which is, in turn, induced by a morphism FM: F(M)+ M. By construction, M is thus an object in % * F, and the S -u-structure it induces on Q,,(M) is defined by u M. This completes the proof of (1). Assertion (2) follows immediately from (3.1.1). Finally, assertion (3) follows from the definitions of the actions of F and u, together with (3.2.1).
(3.3) Remark. Suppose we start with an algebra S, an automorphism u: S+ S, and a complete set L1, . . . , L, of simple S-modules together with S * u structures (L1, uL1), . . . , (L,, uL,). Form the equivalence F = "( ): mod -S+ mod-S. For each Li, choose a projective cover Pi+ Li, together with a S * u-structure (4, up,) such that the quotient map Pi+ Li is a-equivariant. For some collection nI, . . . , n, of positive integers, form the projective generator P=$P""; and put Following (3.1), we can form the algebra S' = Endmod.S (P) and automorphism u ' = '(Fp, Fp). M a rix t units for a Wedderburn complement Sh in S' can be obtained by projecting P to one of its components, then mapping that component identically to another copy of the component contained in P. The automorphism u' fixes each one of these matrix units. That is, u' fixes their span S,$ identically. Also, the S * u'-module structure on Li = Qp(Li) is verified to be (L:, Id,.:), i.e., a;; acts trivially on L:. Finally, the eigenvalues of u on the groups Extr, (Li, Lj) identify with the eigenvalues of u' on the groups Ext& (Li, LJ.
Of course with a suitable choice of the multiplicities, the algebra S' may be chosen to be isomorphic to S. This gives an alternate approach to some of the results in 9 1, in particular, to Theorem (1.16).
For the final result of this section, we assume that the category %? has a duality Up to (4.2) below, X will be a scheme of finite type over a field k having either characteristic 0 or characteristic p # ,!. (The discussion is equally valid if k is replaced by a commutative Noetherian ring in which f? is invertible.) We describe a set-up, developed in [BBD] , for talking about perverse sheaves relative to certain stratifications of X and local systems on these strata; the required conditions are laid out in (4.1). After (4.2), we consider a scheme Xc having finite type over the complex numbers @. As described below, Xc gives rise to a scheme XV of finite type over a certain discrete valuation ring V, and, by base change, a scheme X over the residue field k of V. (It will turn out that k = rp, the algebraic closure of the prime field lFP having characteristic p # t.) Hypothesis (4.1) will be assumed for both X and Xc.
In what follows, we will make use of the formalism of the theory of e-adic sheaves on X. See [D] . An exposition is given in [El? see especially Theorem 6.3.
In particular, we will need to consider the triangulated category 0:(X, 00. We sketch "from the outside in" the construction of this category. Thus, the "union" (i.e., an inductive limit) running over all finite field extensions E c 0, of Qe. Each Df(X, E) is a triangulated category over E. (The tensor product D:(X, E) 80, is formal on objects and a true tensor product on Horn-sets. The same meaning is used for other tensor products below.) To describe DE(X, E), let R be the ring of integers in the field E; thus, R is a local ring with maximal ideal denoted m. Then Df(X, E) is the quotient category obtained from DE(X, R) by factoring out torsion objects; equivalently, Dt(X, E) = Dt(X, R) @'R E. In turn, an object K in Dt(X, R) is a sequence {Kn}tzl, K,, E Ob (DE(X, R/m")), satisfying K,,,, @~,m"+I Rim" = K,,.
Finally, 02(X, R/m") is the full triangulated subcategory of the bounded derived category Db(X, R/m") of R/m"-sheaves (in the &ale site X,,) which consists of those complexes having constructible cohomology. (See [SGASa] for a discussion of these latter notions.) Traditionally, when proving assertions involving DE(X, ae,), one gives arguments at the level of the Df(X, R/m"), leaving to the reader (or dumb luck) the passage to Df(X, &). We will present at least as much detail as tradition dictates! In [BBD], the authors consider a refinement of this set-up (which-by design-also fits the formalism of [El.) For a fixed R as above, one considers pairs (C5, ri) consisting of a finite stratification CZ on X and a function L.? which assigns to each stratum T a finite family 2(T) of irreducible, locally constant (in the &ale topology) R/m-sheaves on T. The pair (6, 2) is required to satisfy certain specific conditions given in (4.1) below. This hypothesis is the same as that used in [BBD; 2.2.101, only slightly stronger in a cosmetic way.
(4.1) HYPOTHESIS. Let (65, 2) be a pair as above. The strata are smooth and connected, the closure of a stratum must be a union of strata and for
T, T' E G, and L E 2(T), any irreducible composition factor of X(j~SkjTIL) fies in 2(T').
*We are grateful to Jeremy Rickard for supplying us with this reference.
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Then D&(X, R/m) is defined as the full subcategory of 0:(X, R/m) with objects K defined by the following condition: for each stratum T and integer n, the cohomology sheaf P(jFK)
is locally constant and has all composition factors in 2(T). Now define D&JX, R) to be the full subcategory of 0:(X, R) consisting of objects {K,,} as above satisfying the additional condition that K1 E D",,,(X, ,R/m). Finally, D&(X, a,) = D&(X, R) @a,.
In [BBD], the various D &,e(X, 0,) provide a setting for studying perverse sheaves, and one eventually passes to their inductive limit @XX, a,>. We now discuss the category 9X = B x,G,B of &adic perverse sheaves on X relative to the middle perversity and a pair (G, .Q) satisfying hypothesis (4.1). Thus, 9x is the full subcategory of D&,a(X, ae,) consisting of objects X such that, for every stratum T, the conditions r(jFK) = 0 for n > -dim T and B?'(jkK) = 0 for n < -dim T hold. Recall [BBD] that 9X is a heart for a suitable r-structure on D&(X, at). Accordingly, it is an abelian category having finitely many simple objects jr!.L, T E G, L E 2(T). Also, every object has a finite composition series.
A version of the following theorem was proved over @ in [PS; (5.17)]; the proof given there translates easily to the present situation. We will not give further details here. However, we will use the result only in a special case where we will actually derive it from [PS; (5.17)]; see (5.1) below. Also, a similar result is given in [BGS], using essentially the same proof as given in [PSI. The Ext groups referenced below are taken in the abelian category of Ctale abelian sheaves.
(4.2) THEOREM. Assume that X is a scheme of finite type over a field k and let (G, 2) be a pair satisfying hypothesis (4.1). Consider the poser
A = {(T, L), 1 T E G, L E 2(T)}, with (T, L) < (T', L') (strict inequality) if and only if T c T' (proper incfusin). We assume the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) for each stratum T, the inclusion morphism jT: T + X is afine; (ii) for T E G,, Ext", (L, L') = 0, VL, L' E P.(T), n = 1,2. We conclude this section with a discussion of a useful comparison involving schemes over finite fields and analytic spaces. This result will be used in the next section relative to the flag variety G/B. Let (Xc, Gc, Zc) consist of a scheme Xc of finite type over @, together with a pair (Gc, 2,) satisfying (4.1). Following [BBD; 6.1.81, there exist (many) strict Henselian discrete valuation rings V c @ such that the triple .
(Xc, Gc, 2,) arises from base change from a triple (XV, GV, G!,), where XV has finite type over V. We can arrange that V has residue field FP, the algebraic closure of the finite field EP for a prime p # 8. By base change V + E,,, we obtain a triple (X, G, II), where X = XV XSpecV Spec r,, has finite type over EPp, and it is easily arranged that the hypothesis (4.1) holds. We continue to assume that the pair (G, .Q) satisfy (4.1). Moreover, from [BBD; 6.1.10.1], there is, for a suitable choice of V and p, an equivalence of triangulated categories. This equivalence is obtained by pullbacks using XV as an intermediary; it does not use the analogue of (4.1) for X,. Further remarks on the equivalence (4.3a) are given in (4.5) below.
One can simplify the right hand side of (4.3a), using [BBD; 6.1.2(B")], [E; Thm. 7.11. Let X(C) d enote the analytic space of C-valued points on Xc, given its classical topology. Denote by D&(X(@), Z,) the bounded derived category of &sheaves on the complex analytic space X(C) which have, on any stratum, cohomology sheaves which are constant sheaves defined by finitely generated &-modules. Then Here and below, we adopt the convention used in [BBD] of letting j*, j!, j*, j, denote, nor only the functors on sheaves, but the corresponding functors on triangulated categories. This diagram thus remains commutative if the morphisms j* are replaced by j! and j,. For j.+ this is clear, since j* is a right adjoint to j*. Now consider j!. Since j is a composite of an open and a closed immersion, it suffices to consider these two cases. If j is an open immersion, then j! is a left adjoint to j* and the diagram is commutative. If j is a closed immersion, then j! = j* and the diagram is commutative. Also, observe that j! is always the right adjoint to j!, so the commutativity of the diagram with j* replaced by j! implies the commutativity of the diagram with j* replaced by j!. Tensoring with ae,, we obtain the following consequence of (4.2). commutes with the Verdier duality functors. This would imply that (4.3a) and (4.4) hold whenever p # 8 and (X, E, 2) is defined over Z and satisfies (4.1) over @ and r,,.
$5. G/B and the Frobenius morphism
In this section, we continue the notation of the previous P 4. We consider the set-up described there for the flag variety associated to a semisimple group.
Fix a root system @ (having Weyl group W) and let Gc be the complex semisimple, simply connected algebraic group having root system @ relative to a fixed maximal torus TC. Let BC be a fixed Bore1 subgroup containing TC.
Let
Gc denote the Schubert stratification {BcwBc/Bc},,w on the flag variety G,/B,. We will consider subvarieties Xc of G,/B, which are unions of Schubert cells, and, by a slight abuse of notation, continue to let ?Zc denote the stratification on Xc induced by these Schubert cells. Now define L?c by putting Z!,(T) to be the set consisting of the single constant sheaf R/m on T. This is the only choice of & that will be considered in this section.
As described in 0 4, the triple (Xc, Gc, !i!c) arises from base change from a triple (X,, &, &) , where V is a suitable strict Henselian discrete valuation ring having algebraically closed residue field F,, with p # C. Base changing, we obtain also a triple (X, (Z, Q.) over Fp. The local systems 2" and 2 assign to each stratum the singleton consisting of the constant sheaf R/m on that stratum. We can assume that, in this process (described in [BBD; ), X is a subvariety of the flag variety G/B and G is the Schubert stratification, where G is the semisimple, simply connected algebraic group G over F,, which has root system Cp. It is easy to verify that the hypothesis (4.1) also holds for (kZ,, L!) as well as for (Gc, L?c). The only non-trivial step of the verification is carried out in Appendix I to this section. We mention that, in addition, any sheaf on a stratum T of G/B (or G,/Bc) which has finitely many composition factors, all isomorphic to R/m, is a direct sum of copies of R/m. The reason is that An object K in D F&(X, R/m) is merely an object in D:(X, R/m) satisfying, for each T E G and n E Z, the condition that %?(jFK) is a direct sum of copies of R/m. Then D!+(X, a,) is described in 0 4. Observe that D",,,(X, Qe) is independent of R, since it is the triangulated subcategory of 0:(X, 0,) generated by objects jnQn T E G (the constant e-adic "sheaves" extended by zero). So we have D&(X, ae,) = D&,a(X G) @'z,% As in (4.2), let LY$, = 9'x,,e,a denote the abelian category of perverse sheaves on X relative to the middle perversity and the pair (G, 2). Also, we have the category ??x(c) = 9xlc),a(c) a(c) of perverse sheaves on the analytic space X(C) relative to the pair (& Qc). Our next result follows from (4.2) as a special case. However, as we have not presented the details of the proof of (4.2) in this paper, we prefer to deduce this result from [PS; Thm. 5.171, together with (4.4). Bruhat-Chevaffey poser structure). Also, 9x,~,2 = 9'xlc),Gcc),e(cF Proof Under the equivalence (4.4)(*), 9X corresponds to the category of perverse sheaves on the complex analytic space X(C). By [PS; 9 51, this latter category is a highest weight category. The "bracketed" hypothesis can be removed, assuming (4.4).
Let X0 be an arbitrary scheme defined over a finite field [F, (q = pd), and put X = X0 xSpecF, Speck. We will use three different Frobenius morphisms X+X:
Each Frobenius morphism is defined in terms of its action on the structure sheaf 6" = Ox,,@ k. The geometric Frobenius Fr: X+X is defined by Fr*( f 63 A) = fq 8 A, f E Ox,(U), A E k. The arithmetic Frobenius Ar: X+X is defined by Ar* (f '$3 A) = f 63 AP. Finally, the absolute Frobenius Ab is defined to be Ab = Fr 0Ar = Ar 0Fr. By [SGA44; p. 1221, [SGAS; pp. 452-4531 , we have a natural isomorphism X, a,)-, Dt(X, a,) .
Returning to the variety G/B we have the following result. Proof: For the first assertion, it suffices to prove for K, E Ob (D&JX, i&/q) that Fr* K1 still belongs to D",,,(X, Ze/f?Ze). Thus, we must show for any stratum T and any integer n, that w(jFFr* K,) is a direct sum of constant sheaves i&l&$. However, We now show that Fr* induces an equivalence on 6Px For any stratum T and any perverse sheaf X in Px, we have
Similarly, %Y( jFFr* K) = Fr* E(jFK).
Thus, it follows directly that Fr* stabilizes LPx. Also, Fr*: P'+ Px is an equivalence.
Since Fr* commutes with the functors j*, j! it commutes with j!,. Since Fr* (I& = ae,, it follows that Fr* fixes the simple objects in P&.
Fix a subvariety X of G/B which is a union of Schubert cells, indexed by a subset W, of W. Assume that p # e is such that Px is a highest weight category with weight poset W,. (This holds for all p # f? by (4.2) and [M; VI, Cor. 4.201. However, though we are mainly interested here in using the isomorphism (4.4)(*) f or some p, which allows us to quote (5.1) for the fact that P'x is a highest weight category.) Fix a finite dimensional algebra S, together with an equivalence % = mod-S 7 P', M H A. Thus, S is a quasi-hereditary algebra [CPSl; 9 31. From the discussion in 0 3, the equivalence Fr*: P'x + Px of categories is obtained from an automorphism (+: S + S which fixes the simple objects in 9*.
Of course, X is defined over the prime field Fpp, say, X =X0@ EpO Extension of scalars defines a functor
As discussed in more detail in [SGA4$; pp. 77-781, [BBD; p. 1221, any object 9 in the image of the functor (5.4) comes equipped with an isomorphism Fr$ Fr* 9-7 9, functorial in PO. It will be useful to consider the category 9~~ = 9 G,o,x of all pairs consisting of objects 9 E Ob (D&(X, 0,)) together with an isomorphism Frg 9% .L?& We do not require that 9 or Fr$ arise from X0. (When this does occur, we will write Fr$,% for Fr& to indicate that the isomorphism arises from 9$,.) For 9~ Ob (P&), in case S-E Ob (L&) and M E Ob (mod-S) is the corresponding S-module, we obtain that M has a corresponding structure (M, oIM) as a S * c-module, as in § 3. (X,, of) ), and they all have image sunder the functor (5.4). We write S(n) to denote the pair in 9x consisting of the original object 9, together with the new isomorphism Fr$,%+,, obtained from SO(n). Observe that 9(n) = 9 in Df&(X, ae,). However, we sometimes BRIAN PARSHALL AND LEONARD SCOTT write 9(n) even when this sheaf is being regarded as an object in D&(X, I$le) in order to keep track of the action of the Frobenius. Clearly, s(n) = SOQ3C&,(n), and 9(n) = 963Qi$n) for any object Sin D&,n(X, aPe), where the action of Fr* on the latter object is obtained as
It follows, using the constant sheaf case, that, if q = pd and y E X,(lF,), then we have the following identity on stalk automorphisms:
(5.5.1) wb& F%m(43, = q-" Fr&S]atCm(43Y Vm E Z.
We can also define a twisted action for any object @in ax, allowing at the same time the possibility of using powers of q-4: Let S(n) denote the pair consisting of 9 and the isomorphism Fr&, = q-n'2 Fr$ (5.6) PROPOSITION.
Let 9 E Ob (D&(X, 6Pe)) be the image of an object So in Dt(X,, at), and let (SF, Fr* 9,S) be the corresponding object in !?&. Assume that EndDk,n(x,oI) (9) is one-dimensional over ape. Then
9(2n) = S(n)
in ax for all integers n.
Proof: Any two isomorphisms 4, $: Fr* 9~9 satisfy I,+ = ,$r$ for some invertible element 5 in EndDL,e(x,oo (9) = Qp. Thus, 0 # 5 E Qe. By (5.5), the scalar 5 can be found by looking at the induced actions on any nonzero stalk at a point in X0@,). 
By construction , $(w), etc. lie in the category &. Hence, e(w), etc. also lie in this category, and the corresponding S-modules L(w), A(w), and V(w) have S * u-structures defined by CT+), ~A(,+,), and aV(,,,). As shown in 0 3, we can assume that aL(,,,) = Id.
We are ready to establish the following result concerning the possible eigenvalues of u on various Ext-groups. is the "intersection cohomology sheaf" associated with the closure of BwBIB studied by Kazhdan and Lusztig in [KL] , with the same Frobenius action. (If 9(w) denotes the intersection cohomology "sheaf" studied in [KL] , associated to the closure of BwBIB, then the restriction of 9(w) to BwBIB is a constant sheaf a, with trivial Frobenius action. Also, it is clear that .9(w) = e(w) [-e(w)] in DE(X, at), if the Frobenius action is ignored. Since both 9(w) and e(w)[-C(w)](-t(w)) have the same Frobenius action upon restriction to BwB/B, are isomorphic in 0:(X, Qe), and have ldimensional endomorphism rings, they are isomorphic in CC&.) According to [KL; (4. 2)], Fr* acts on any nonzero stalk P(P(w)), with eigenvalues all qnn. It follows easily that the same statement holds with .9 The twist Z'+e(y) (t(w)),(e(y)) changes the eigenvalues of Fr* on
2P'e(y'(L(w))y
by multiplication by q-'(y)'2, establishing the assertion concerning the eigenvalues of u on Ext$(L(w), A(y)).
We have an isomorphism Using (5.7.1-3), we conclude from (2.1) that Px has a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, completing the proof of (1).
To complete the proof of (2), special care must be taken in order to establish the dual assertion concerning the eigenvalues of u on Ext",(V(y), L(w)). T o b e sure, (3.4) and (5.3) give that the isomorphism (5.7.2) is Fr*-equivariant. However, (3.4) makes use of the "natural" action of'Fr* on the dual D9(w) of an object .9(w) with Fr*-action, while we do not know that the isomorphisms (3.7.4) are Fr*-equivariant.
The two possible actions of Fr* on DA(y) = v(y) differ by a scalar, as do those on De(w) = t(w). S o we can at least conclude that Fr* has, for each integer n, at most one eigenvalue in its action on Horn" (P(y), e(w)).
Suppose Horn" (v(y), e(w)) # 0. We will show that Fr* has at least one eigenvalue on Homn (P(y), E(w)) which is q-nn, as desired. We will Proof As remarked in the introduction, it is now well-known that O;riv is equivalent to the category !?&, of perverse sheaves in D&((G/B),, a,). Thus, for suitable p # e, PcGIBjc = PGIB. The desired result now follows from (5.7) and (2.3).
Appendix I
In this appendix, we establish that the system 2 of constant sheaves R/m on Schubert strata satisfy (4.1) over any algebraically closed field k.
Let 9= B?(j~B'jBj7s&) be a cohomology sheaf as described in (4.1), where T, T' are fixed strata in %. Then 9 is constructible on the Schubert cell T' [SGA4$; Thm. de finitude], and, in particular has a finite stalk M at any closed point t of T'. However, T' is a homogeneous space for the unipotent radical U of B, and U acts on S and X in (4.1) as well.
Thus one certainly expects that U acts equivariantly on 9, giving an isomorphism 9~ M Xq U, where U, denotes the stabilizer in U of t. To check this, one can use the formalism of k-group functors and faisceaux [SGA4, vol. 11, [DG] , [CPSO] : Let A be a k-algebra. For each map p: SpecA + T' over Speck, let %JA) denote the set of morphisms of algebraic spaces Spec A + 9 over T', and define 9(A) to be the union of all the Sp(A). (For a discussion of Artin's theory of algebraic spaces, see [M; V, Q 11.) Then this functor 9 (which we write with the same symbol as that for the sheaf 9) is a k-faisceau for the &ale topology, since 9 is an algebraic space, and U acts on this k-faisceau, viewed as a k-group functor-faisceau in the sense of [DG] , [CPSO] . Now [CPSO] gives the isomorphism claimed. (One obtains the desired isomorphism easily at the level of sets, then at the level of functors. The variety M is determined by its functor, constructed as that of 9, and equal to the pull-back of the latter over t.)
Finally, note that the group U is a product of U, and a second closed subgroup, necessarily isomorphic as a k-scheme to U/U, = T'. Consequently, 9~ M X T' over T'. That is, the sheaf 9 is the constant sheaf M, and (4.1) is verified.
Appendix II
The perverse sheaves on an open subvariety M of G/B may behave reasonably well even though the strata (intersections with Schubert cells) on that open set do not satisfy the hypothesis of (4.2). The reason for the good behavior is that restriction from G/B defines a full embedding from the perverse sheaf category into the perverse sheaf category on 'V, and the (strict) image can be partly characterized. This image may not even be closed under extensions in the derived category associated to "cr, but it is, nevertheless, a highest weight category equivalent to the original one on G/B. The induced and Weyl objects in the image have intrinsic characterizations. Similar statements hold if the open immersion "Y+ GIB is replaced by any smooth map.
This appendix develops categorical machinery necessary to capture this phenomenon. At the geometric level, the full embedding is known [BBD; Prop. 4.2.51, but the partial characterization of the image is new. Also, we give our results completely in categorical terms. In particular, the description we give (on Y) for the image of the G/B perverse sheaf category applies as well to possible highest weight categories of algebraic origin (such as those suggested by work of Casian [Cl) . Our own algebraic interest here is stimulated by possible future applications to representations of algebraic groups in characteristic p, where the local nature of the categories involved suggests a role for the restricted Lie algebra.
In any event, when an open subvariety "Y of, say, G/B is defined over IF,, it has its own Frobenius morphism, commuting with restriction, so that the entire study of Frobenius automorphisms could be transported to Tl?
We give our development in sufficient generality to apply to G/B and generalized Schubert varieties [KL] . Essentially, we envision a situation where the irreducible local systems on strata are all constant sheaves. More general cases where the hypotheses of (4.2) hold can be treated as well, at the cost of some simplicity. (See A2.6 and A2.7 below.)
Throughout this section, we will work with the following set-up. The proof of (4) is an easy induction, starting from the smallest weights CL. These weights have the property that L'(u) = A'(p) = V'(u), and the lemma follows by hypothesis. Remaining details are left to the reader. Finally, (5) follows immediately from (4).
Observe that the dual version of (A2.2)(5) also holds. Thus, V'(A) and A'(A), A E A, have characterizations independent of V and F.
We can now establish the first main result of this section.
(A2.3) THEOREM. Assume hypothesis (A2.1). Then F is a fir11 embedding.
Proof Recall that an object V E Ob (Ye) has a good filtration if it has a filtration which has sections of the form A(A), A E A. Similarly, it has a cogood filtration if it has a filtration which has sections of the form V(A), A E A. We first claim that if V E Ob (Ce) has a cogood filtration and A E Ob (U) has a good flltration, then the homomorphism with exact rows and in which the first and third vertical maps are bijective. The snake lemma now shows that the middle vertical map is bijective. A similar argument applies with A in place of V, if necessary. The claim follows. In particular, it follows from the axioms of a highest weight category that (A2.3.1) is bijective whenever V is projective and A is injective. Now Proof Let P be projective in %. We must show that Extb (F(P), L'(p)) = 0 for all p E A. If p is minimal, this follows from (A2.4) since L'(p) =A '&) in that case. Otherwise, we apply the functor Horn (P(F), -) the projectivity of P in % and (A2.1) implies that Exth (F(P), L'(A)) = 0.
Dually, for any object Q in %, F(Q) is injective in 9.
We can now prove the following partial characterization of Y:
(A2.6) THEOREM. Assume the hypothesis (A2.1) holds. Then the strict image %" of F: % + %? is maximal among abelian subcategories 9 of V satisfying property B (9).
ProoF Suppose %" c 9, where 9 satisfies property B(9). The functor F induces a full, exact embedding F': %'+ 9. Because Y' is the strict closure of the image of F, it suffices to show that F' is an equivalence of categories. However, it is now clear from (A2.5) that 9 is a highest weight category with weight poset A and induced (resp., Weyl, simple) objects A'(A) (resp., V'(A), L'(A)), A E A. The Comparison Theorem [PS; § 41 now establishes that F' is an equivalence.
The abelian subcategory %" is not uniquely characterized as a maximal subcategory "avoiding bad sections" as the following example shows. This algebra can easily be extended to a basic algebra S' which has projective indecomposable modules depicted as follows (all three lower copies of a are in the socles): The new algebra S' has S as a homomorphic image in more than one way. The original S might be recovered by factoring out the leftmost copy of a above, and another isomorphic copy S" could be obtained by factoring out a copy of a diagonal in the two copies of u in the socle of the left-hand projective indecomposable module. (In both cases, one must check that one is actually factoring out an ideal. This is clear by * considering the endomorphism ring, which gives the action of S' on the opposite side.) There will in general be even many choices for s". Both categories % = mod-S and ce" = mod-S" are naturally fully embedded in %' = mod-S'. Both are highest weight categories with the same irreducible objects, the same Weyl objects, and the same induced objects. Each category is maximal as an abelian subcategory (up to strict closure) with respect to "avoiding bad sections" (as described in the third "B''-condition above) by the results of this appendix, yet their strict closures are by no means the same. We will also assume that, as in the G/B case, the sheaves in 2(T) are just the constant sheaves R/m on T. (See below for a more general case. We also mention that the full embedding property is proved without the constant sheaf assumption, or even (4.2), in [BBD; 4.2.51, though no attempt is made there to describe the image of the pull-back functor involved.)
We take % = $Px,G,r! and %' = LPy,f-,af.s. The triple Y, f -'6, f *2 satisfies hypothesis (4.1) because f* commutes with all the functors used there. Actually for the functor F: %+ %' one should take the shifted pull-back f*[d] to ensure that perverse sheaves are mapped to perverse sheaves; this choice of F will also be exact [BBD; 4.21. If T, T' distinct strata in G,, with inclusions j, j' into X, let j, j' also denote the inclusions . for all n. In particular, this holds for n = 0, 1, which implies that the hypothesis (A2.1) is satisfied.
(A2.9) Remark. It is not necessary to assume that FG above consists of constant sheaves, though some modifications are required in (A2.3) and (A2.6): Call two elements A, A' in a poset A equivalent if A < p iff A' < EL, and A > p iff A' > CL, for each p E A. Thus, in perverse sheaf situations, weights associated to the same stratum are equivalent. The second condition in (A2.1) can be weakened to require the vanishing of Ext$, (V'(A), A'(p)) = 0 for n = 0,l whenever A, t.~ are inequivalent weights. The condition of B(9) must be strengthened to forbid nonsimple sections M with simple top L(A), simple socle L(A'), with A, A' equivalent weights, both maximal among the weights of composition factors of M.
With these changes, (A2.3) and (A2.6) still hold, with essentially the same proofs. They then apply to the situation of the above discussion without the requirement there that 2(T) consist of constant sheaves, for strata T E 6.
Families of automorphisms
In this section, we briefly recast the results of 0 1 to the case in which the single automorphism (+ is replaced by a torus T c Aut (S). To motivate this choice, observe that, if S is any Z'"'-graded algebra, its grading can be defined by a rational action of the torus T = Gz.
We shall require the following result.
(6.1) PROPOSITION.
Let S be a finite dimensional algebra over an ulgebruicully closed field k. Let T c Aut (S) be an algebraic torus. Then there exists a Wedderbum complement SO stabilized by T, and a complete set {E,} c SO of primitive orthogonal idempotents fixed identically by T.
Proof. Let U be the group of units in the algebra S, and let S, c S be a Wedderburn complement. Put U, = U fl S,. Thus, U is the semidirect product of the reductive group U, and the unipotent group R,(U) = 1 + rad (S). Let G = T * U, and let TO be a maximal torus in U,.
Since U acts transitively on the set of Wedderburn complements in S,
Also, N&%) n NAG) contains a maximal torus of G. Thus, replacing S, by another Wedderburn complement, we can assume that T c No(&) fl No(T,). Since the Zariski closure of TO contains a maximal set of primitive orthogonal idempotents, the result follows.
Finally, we present a version of Theorem (1.16) that can be proved using the above proposition. It T is a torus of automorphisms on S, an S . T-module M is just a finite dimensional S-module M which carries a (rational) left linear action of T, satisfying the compatibility conditions t(ms) = (tm)(t(s)) for t E T, m E M, and s E S.
(6.2) THEOREM. Let T be a torus of uutomorphisms of a finite dimensional algebra S. Assume that T acts trivially on S/rad (S) and that we are given
